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Uk top 40 radio listen online

By Contributor Updated July 21, 2017 Sirius satellite radio offers most of its channels in digital streaming format. Internet flow can be very convenient, especially when you want to listen to music at work, but it lacks an MP3 player or a dedicated Sirius drive. This stream can also be used on a personal computer at home. There are a few
different ways to listen to Sirius radio online. Listen to Sirius Radio OnlineUse the Sirius satellite radio subscription to listen to a low-quality stream online for free. You can access all over 80 channels of Sirius radio online in a stream of 32 Kbps as long as you have a monthly radio subscription. Try a free trial of Sirius online. The company
almost always allows users to register for 3 days of high-quality, full-access radio streaming. Update your Sirius satellite radio package to include streaming 128 Kbps for a few more dollars each month. Sirius says its 128 stream is compressed differently than other Internet radio stations and provides CD quality sound on its music
stations. Sign up for an online-only package to listen to the high-quality Sirius radio stream. You don't need to buy a new radio to use the Internet stream. This service only requires a computer and an internet connection and costs about half of what you would pay per month to use the satellite service. Save your favorite stations to the
online media player. Sirius online radio tracks your favorite stations by saving them to the network, so you can access your presets from any computer. Start listening by accessing the Sirius reader online (see Resources below). There are a variety of music, sports, and talk shows available on Sirius online, but not all satellite service
stations are broadcast over the Internet. You need a fast internet connection to enjoy Sirius radio online. Almost all connections except the remote access service will be quite fast. You can block adult-based channels in case your entire family uses the Sirius online reader. Pause the Internet stream if you need to download or upload
important files. Depending on your internet connection, audio streaming can use many or most of the bandwidth. Your internet stream may be there and you need to buffer if you're using a lot of bandwidth. Try limiting network activity to keep the flow smooth. By Nasim Bey As the internet has grown to provide more entertainment features,
more users choose to listen to music online. Non-streaming online radio lets you listen to music with a custom playlist that reflects their musical preferences. Websites of non-streaming radio stations, such as Pandora Internet Radio and Last.fm, draw on a great library of songs for listeners to enjoy. Open the web Last.fm (see
References). Type an artist or music genre in the Type an artist or genre box and press play. Play. pandora's internet radio website (see References). Type the artist, song, or composer in the artist or song box. Click the play button. I'm sorry, I was in wetsuits. What did you say? If you'd had a dollar for every time you heard it in conference
calls, you'd probably have retired years ago. Online meetings are terribly painful, riddled with bridges that don't work, called falls, and people talking about each other. So, how can we do it better? The answer could come from centuries-old technology. The need to connect with people who can't see us was just the problem experienced by
the early pioneers of radio. Radio was essentially a form of conference calling. The best radio announcers knew their audience as friends and spoke with charm to their audience, approached them and gave them a feeling of belonging. They were reaching years before the term became fashionable. Radio networks were not slow to realize
the power of radio, and exploited that power in the words, cadence, and music of speech. This is exactly how we should handle our online meetings. Here are six techniques taken from the world of radio that are guaranteed to improve the ratings of your online dating:1. Get to know your audience and get ready in advancePrepare to talk
about things that interest your audience and address them as individuals. Think about your audience and talk to them in a way that takes into account their place (culture), personality, and preferences. Also, as a good call-in radio program, ask questions and make the call interactive.2. Address people during the callSas advice from the
UK's most popular mainstream radio station, Terry Wogan: We're not talking to an audience. You're talking to one person and they're just listening in half. It's a mistake to think that everyone clings to your every word. Annotate people during the name call to keep them busy.3. Reach and approach them If you can't see important gestures
and body language during calls, all you have to continue is the voice. Bring people closer with your voice. Alistair Cooke had the talent for it. The veteran reporter presented Letter from America, his 15-minute radio broadcast, every week for 58 years between 1946 and 2004. Sir Harold Evans said of Cooke: He immally read his words into
a microphone in such an endearing way that it was as if you and he had just started a friendly conversation. The big secret is to treat people as if they were in the room with you; for example, talk about time, celebrate birthdays, or talk about real life. Speak with a smile in your voice; people do it Behave as if you belongedThe collective
memory, past experience, and shared rituals of a club are what makes its members come back. This was one of the secrets that made people tune in to serialized serialized week-by-week programs. For today's online meeting, create the feeling of a club by announcing who is present at the beginning of the call, welcome each member,
present it, and add a few words about what each participant brings to the meeting. Create shared rituals, like getting started and ending with a round of greetings and go. Introduce weekly features to create common culture and values. The best sign that works is a shared laugh and a crowded chat window.5. Show your careYe your job is
to deftly entertain, inform, and engage an audience that you may never meet in person and convince them that you care. Garrison Keillor, host of the long, much-union Prairie Home Companion, said I feel compelled to do something for [my audience], just as you'd be forced to clean your house and make food if you had friends coming.
Compensate for not being able to see their body language, habits and mood by listening harshly. Remember the rule of 1-2-3 to talk about difficult situations; that is to say, for every fact you mention, you should talk twice as much about the solution and three times as much about the report.6. Practice before your next showRimember,
there's a huge gap between your colleagues mute you and the total immersion of FDR's audience, which Halberstam wrote about, If he was going to talk, the idea of doing something else was unthinkable. Somewhere in that vast ethere you can find your radio voice. And then, people can listen. David Lavenda is a technology strategist for
a corporate software company in the collaboration and social business space. Susan Fisher is Principal at First Class, a communication, leadership, talent development consulting and training organization. Follow her on Twitter @susan1stclass when you think about digital music via Apple's iTunes software you probably think about iTunes
Store. In fact, you may have already purchased music this way for a long time. If you still use iTunes 11, you may have also used iTunes for other things like creating playlists, ripping CDs, and syncing with iPhone, iPad, or iPod. But what about music streaming? How do you use it to listen to internet radio? iTunes 11 provides access to a
huge pool of Internet radio stations (not to be confused with Apple Music) that you can listen to for free. With thousands of music channels streaming on tap, there's enough choice to suit pretty much any taste. This tutorial will show you how to set up a playlist to which you can add your favorite radio stations so you don't waste time
searching for thousands of stations for the music you want. What you need to use iTunes Radio: Apple iTunes Software 7-11Internet connection For a list of your favorite radio stations, you need to create an empty playlist in iTunes first. To do this, follow these Click &gt; new playlist and type a name for it and press Enter. To do this by
using the keyboard shortcut, hold down command+N (Ctrl+N for Windows). After you create the playlist, you'll see it in the left window pane (in the Playlists section). Keep in mind that instead of adding music tracks to the new playlist, we'll add links to radio stations that obviously can't sync with your iOS device. To start adding radio
stations to the blank playlist: Click the Radio menu item in the left pane (under Library). You'll see a list of categories with a triangle next to each; clicking on one will display the contents of that category. Click on a triangle next to a genre of your choice to see which radio stations are available. Double-click a radio station to start listening to
it. If you like a radio station and want to bookmark, just drag it and drop it into your playlist. Repeat step 5 to add as many stations as you want to the radio playlist. In the last part of this tutorial, you are going to check that the playlist works and has all the radio stations you need. Click the playlist you just created in the left pane of the
screen (below playlists). Now you should see a list of all the internet radio stations that you dragged and dropped into it. To start using the custom playlist, click the play button at the top of the screen. This should start the first radio station in the streaming music list. Now that you have an internet radio playlist in iTunes you will be able to
have an almost endless supply of free music – 24/7! Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Because!
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